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Relational Algebra and Equational Proofs 

Eric de Kogel • 

June 30, 1993 

Abstract 

We show that two concepts involving equational provability can be elegantly 
formalized in terms of a relational algebra, equipped with two special-purpose 
mappings. We derive some calculus in order to prove that these concepts are 
equivalent, and that they are sound and complete. 

We illustrate the use of the relational framework by a few examples. We show 
how decidability of provability of an equation from a finite set of variable-free 
equations, where all equations are variable-free. Then we discuss a method by 
Reeves ([3]) to deal with equations in semantic tableaux, that we can now prove 
to be complete in a very simple way. 

Finally we discuss an equational proof format that is naturally induced by the 
relational formulation, and serves as a guideline in finding proofs. The relation 
between Reeves' rules and the construction of such proofs is made explicit. 

1 Introduction 

We present characterizations of equational provability in terms of a relational algebra. 
These characterizations are very compact, yet intuitively clear, and they are subject to 
formal manipulation. We can in fact easily establish equivalence of different characteri
zations after deriving some simple relational calculus. 

We shall restrict ourselves to equations between terms of first-order logic. In order 
to keep the presentation clear we do not discuss the role of variables. As a starting 
point of the discussion we take the well-known proof rule of 'replacing equals by equals' 
(section 3). This can be formalized in terms of a relational algebra quite easily, yielding 
a characterization of all equations that can be proved with this rule. We then go on, 
transforming this characterization into a less redundant one. 

Our description permits us to show that the problem of proving an equation from a 
finite set of equations is decidable, again assuming that all equations are variable-free. 

Then we discuss a method by Reeves ([3J) to handle equations in semantic tableaux. 
Using the relational calculus we can easily prove it to be sound and complete. 
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It is shown how the relational charactarization of equational provability naturally 
induces a very compact format for actual equational proofs, and also sheds some light on 
the heuristics of finding such a proof. It is shown that application of Reeves' rules can 
be interpreted as a method of constructing such proofs. Moreover, Reeves' rules in their 
original formulation tell what proof steps we are allowed to make, the heuristic guidance 
provided by a description in terms of relational algebra also shows what proof steps are 
worth trying. 

2 Terms, Equations, Interpretations 

We define terms, equations and interpretations as usual in first-order logic. We consider 
terms without variables only. 

2.1 Terms and Equations 

We assume that for every natural number n an enumerable set Func,. exists, containing 
n-ary function symbols. From these function symbols terms can be built. 

Definition 2.1 The set Term of terms is defined to be the smallest set satisfying: 

• If c E Funeo, then c() E Term. We shall abbreviate c()to c, and call c a constant. 

• If f E Func,. and t., ... , tn E Term, then f(t., ... , tn) E Term. 

We shall consider the former requirement to be a special case of the latter. Here we 
specified them both, just to give a clear inductive definition. 

1 is the outermost function symbol of I(t" ... , tn}. t" ... , tn are the arguments of 
f(tlt ... ,tn). 0 

Definition 2.2 A term 8 is a sub term of t iff it follows from the following rules. 

• Every term is a subterm of itself. 

• A subterm of an argument of t is also a subterm of t. 

o 

Definition 2.3 An equation is an expression of the form 8 == t, where sand t are terms. 
o 

Remark Note the distinction between the angled brackets () used in terms, and the 
parentheses O. This must remind us that the angled brackets and terms are syntactic 
objects. Parentheses serve to denote function applications and to avoid ambiguity in 
expressions, as usual. For the same reason we distinguish between == and =. 0 
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2.2 Interpretations 

Terms are supposed to refer to objects in some 'universe of discourse'. This universe can 
be any non-empty set U. What object a term refers to is determined by an interpretation. 

Definition 2.4 Let U be a non-empty set. An interpretation I with universe U maps 
each n-ary function symbol /, to a function j1 : U" --+ U. I is naturally extended, to 
map terms in U: 

o 

Definition 2.5 The symbol ~ can have three different meanings. 

• An equation can be either true or false in an interpretation. II :, t is true in I iff 
1(11) = I(t). In this case we write I ~ s :, t. If s :, t is false in I, i.e., 1(11) f I(t), 
then we write I IF s :, t. 

• If E is a set of equations, then we write I ~ E iff every equation in E is true in I. 

• If II :, t is true in all interpretations I such that I ~ E, then we write E ~ II :, t. 
We say that s :, t logica.lly follows from E. 

o 

3 Equational Provability 

The intuitive meaning of equality in this context is that we may 'replace equals by equals' 
in a term, without changing the interpretation of that term. That is, the original term 
and the resulting term have the same interpretation. A proof rule based on this intuition 
is the following: Start with a term II. If a subterm of s occurs on one hand of an equation 
in E, then we may replace it by the other hand of the equation. Then we can proceed 
with the resulting term, and so on, until we obta.in t. If and only if we can obta.in t this 
way, we say that we can prove s :, t from E, and we write E f- II :, t. 

We shall formalize this in terms of a relational algebra, and then show in theorem 3.2 
that E f- II :, t iff E ~ II :, t. The relations in our algebra are subsets of Term x Term, 
and if r is a relation, we shall write II [rJ t rather than (lI,t) E r. Further we sometimes 
write to [rlJ tl h] t2 instead of to hJ tl /\ tl h] t 2 • 

The first useful relation is associated with the set E. The relation itself is called eqnll, 
and is defined by 

8 [eqnll] t ¢? 8 :, tEE. 

Please note that eqnll can be any arbitrary relation, it need not be reflexive, transitive 
or symmetric. 

Further we define the relation lIubst. II [subllt] t is true iff a subterm of II occurs as 
one hand of an equation in E and t is the result of replacing this subterm by the other 
hand of the equation. Following the structure of definition 2.2 we can define lIubllt. 
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Definition 3.1 s [subst] t is true iff it follows from the following rules: 

• s [subst] t if s [eqns] t or t [eqns] S; 

• s [subst] t if sand t have the same outermost function symbol, say I, 1 E Func,., 
i.e., we can write s = f(Sl' ... , sn} and t = l(t1, ... , tn}, and 

- for some index i, 1 :s i :s n, a; [aub8t] t;, and 

- for all indices i with j # i, 1 :s j :s n, 8j = tj. 

Note that 8ubat depends on eqn8. In order to keep the notation compact we shall not 
express this dependency explicitly. 0 

Let SUb8t· he the reflexive and transitive closure of 8u6at. Hence, 8 [8ub8t*] t is true iff, 
for some natural number n, there exist terms to, ... , t,. such that: 

s = to [SUb8t] t, [subat] t 2 ••• tn_1 [SUb8t] tn = t. 
That is, s [aub8t'J t is true iff E I- s :, t. Note that Sub8t is symmetric, so lJubst· 
is an equivalence relation. The proof rule of 'replacing equals by equals' is sound and 
complete: every equation that logically follows from E, can be proved this way. 

Theorem 3.2 For all terms 8 and t, a [8ub8t·] t ¢} (E 1= 8 :, t). 

ProoC(=:-) 'Replacing equals by equals' is obviously a sound rule. Hence,8 [subst·] t =:
(E 1= 8:' t). 

(<=) Suppose that ,(a [aub8t'] t). Then we must prove that there is an interpretation 
1 such that 1 1= E and 1 ~ s :, t. 5ub5t' is an equivalence relation, and if we denote the 
equivalence class of a term t by ttl, then 1, defined by 1(t) = ttl, is such an interpretation, 
with the set of equivalence classes as its universe. It follows from the definitions of 8ubst 
and subat· that each equation in E is true in 1, while,s [8ubat'J t is equivalent to 
1 ~ s :, t. We have not yet shown that I is indeed an interpretation. To do this, 
we must show that, for all function symbols I, the interpretation F is well-defined by 
F([t, ], ... , [tn ]) = [/(t1l •.• , t,.}J. Therefore we must show that 

[a,] = [ttl /I ... /I [s"J = [t"J =:- [f (a1) •.. , s,,} J = [f (t" ... , tn)] 

which is equivalent to 

a, [aubst'] t, /I ... /\ an [aubat'] tn =:- I(a" ... , 8 n } [8ub8t'] I{t" ... , tn }. 

In this formulation it will be proved in theorem 5.10. 

4 Relational Algebra 

Subjects of study are: 

• the set Rei of relations on Term x Term, 

• the set of mappings Rei ---> Rei. 

o 

Unless stated otherwise, the word relation refers to an element of Rei, and the word 
mapping refers to a mapping Rel ---> Rei. 
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4.1 Elementary Operations 

As basic operators on relations we use set union U, and 'matrix multiplication' o. If a 
and b are relations, then the relation a 0 b is defined by 

8 [a 0 b] t ¢? (3m E Term 8 [a] m [b] t) 

o binds stronger than U. So aU b 0 c must be read aU (b 0 c). 
Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 list a few properties of o. Their proofs are straightforward 

and therefore they are omitted. 

Theorem 4.1 U is commutative, and 0 distributes over U. That is, for all relations a, 
band c 

ao(boc) = (aob)oc 

(aUb)oc = aocUboc 

ao(bUc) aobUaoc 

Theorem 4.2 If, for some index set Ind, {ai liE Ind} is a set of relations, then 

'(Ui E Ind a;) 0 b = Ui E Ind (ai 0 b), 

b 0 (Ui E Ind ail Ui E Ind (b 0 ail. 

Theorem 4.3 0 is monotonic, that is, 

o 

o 

o 

Definition 4.4 .1 is the empty set . .1 is the identity element of U, and the zero element 
ofo. 0 

Definition 4.5 id = {(t,t) I t E Term}. That is, id is the identity relation on Term x 
Term. id is the identity element of o. 0 

Definition 4.6 Define natural powers of a relation a by 

o 

Definition 4.7 As a convenient abbreviation we introduce, for every relation a 

a· := id U aU a2 U a3 U ... = Un E IN a". 

Hence, a' is the reflexive, transitive closure of a. o 
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Theorem 4.8 For all relations a and b, (a U b)' = (b' 0 a)' 0 b'. 

Proof Suppose that 8 [(a U b)'J t is true, so there is an n E IN such that 8 [(a U b)"J t. 
Find relations rt, ... ,r" E {a,b} such that 8 h 0 ..• or"J t. Writing out the sequence 
rt, ... , r" symbolically we get a string of n characters, each character being an 'a' or a 'b'. 
Suppose the string contains m 'a's, then obviously 

rIo ... 0 r" ~ r 0 a 0 ... 0 b' 0 a,ob' = (b' 0 a)m 0 bO. 
y 

m times 

This proves (a U b)* ~ (b' 0 a)' 0 b'. 
similar argument. 

The converse inclusion can easily be shown with a 
o 

4.2 Least Fixpoints 

We often define a relation r by an inductive definition like: '8 [rJ t is true iff this follows 
from the following rules , . .'. It will turn out that the rules that follow can often be 
summarized as T(r) ~ r, where T is a mapping. Now there may be many relations r' 
fulfilling T(r') ~ r'. Let us collect these solutions in the set S = {r' I T(r') ~ r'}, The 

, definition of r then involves two requirements: 

• rES, and 

• 8 [rJ t is true iff for all r' E S 8 [r'J t is true. 

It is not hard to see that this means that r is the 'smallest' element of S, where 'smallest' 
refers to the partial ordering ~. Under certain conditions, that are always fulfilled in 
those cases we are interested in, there will be such a smallest element, hence r is well· 

, defined. Moreover, r will be the smallest relation satisfying r = T( r). Such an r is called 
the least fixpoint of T. Hence, some theory about least fixpoints is interesting for us and 
we discuss it here. All theorems and definitions in this subsection can also be found in 
in [2J, though we adapted them to our purposes. 

Definition 4.9 A relation r is a fixpoint of a mapping T iff r = T(r). o 

Definition 4.10 A relation r is the least fixpoint of a mapping T iff r is a fixpoint of 
T, and if r' is a fixpoint of T, then r ~ r'. The lea.st fixpoint of T is denoted p.T. 0 

Definition 4.11 A mapping T is monotonic iff for all relations rl and r., 
rl ~ r2 =? T(rt} ~ T(r2)' 

Theorem 4.12 Every monotonic mapping T has a least fixpoint. 

o 

Proof Define S = {r I T(r) ~ r}. Note that S is not empty: If T = Term x Term, 
then T(T) ~ T. Let 1= nr E S r. 

For a.ll rES we have T(r) ~ r and I ~ r. Monotonicity of T yields T(/) ~ T(r) ~ r. 
So we find (Vr E S T(/) ~ r), which equivales T(/) ~ I. Monotonicity yields T(T(/)) ~ 
T(/), hence T(/) E S and therefore I ~ T(l). 
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All this implies I = T(I). As S contains all fixpoints of T, and I is smaller than every 
element of S, I = /LT. 0 

From the proof of theorem 4.12 we can immediately deduce: 

Theorem 4.13 1fT is a monotonic mapping, then /LT is the least solution r ofT(r) ~ r. 
In other words, for all relations r 

T(r)~r=>/LT~r. 

o 

Theorem 4.14 If Sand T are monotonic mappings and S(r) ~ T(r) for all relations 
r, then /LS ~ /LT. 

Proof We find that S(/LT) ~ T(/LT) = /LT. Since /LS is the smallest relation r such that 
S(r) ~ r, we find /LS ~ /LT. 0 

Definition 4.15 A set R of relations is directed iff for every finite subset {rt, ... , rn} of 
R there is an r E R such that r, ~ rand ... and rn ~ r. Note that R must be non-empty. 
o 

Theorem 4.16 Let R = {r" ... , Tn} be a finite, nonempty set of relations such that 
r, ~ r2 ~ ... ~ rn or let R = {rO,r"r2, ... } be an enumerable set of relations such that 
ro ~ r, ~ r2 ~ .... Then R is a directed set of relations. 

Proof Let {ril' ... , Ti_} be a finite subset of R. If N is the largest number in {it, ... , im }, 

then ri, ~ rN and ... and ri_ ~ rN. 0 

Definition 4.17 A mapping T is continuous iff for every directed set of relations R, 
T(Ur ERr) = Ur E R T(r). 0 

Theorem 4.18 A continuous mapping is also monotonic. 

Proof Consider relations r, and T2 such that r, ~ r2, i.e., r2 = r, Ur2. {r" r2} is directed 
(theorem 4.16). Continuity of T yields Th) = T(r, U r2} = T(r,} U T(r2} and hence, 
T(r,) ~ T(r2}. 0 

Definition 4.19 We define natural powers of a mapping F by: 

Theorem 4.20 Let T be a continuous mapping, then 

• .1 ~ T(.l) ~ T2(.l) ~ T3(.l) ~ ... ~ /LTj 

• /LT = Un E IN Tn(.l). 
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Proof ..L ~ T(..L) ~ T2(..L) ~ Ta(..L) ~ ... ~ p.T follows easily from the monotonicity of 
T and the obvious facts ..L ~ T(..L) and ..L ~ p.T. 

{Tft(..L) I n E IN} is a directed set of relations (theorem 4.16); the continuity of T 
implies 

= 

= 

..L U (Un E IN Tn+l(..L)) 

= {since ..L = TO(..L)} 
Un E IN Tn(..L). 

So Un E IN Tn(..L) is a fixpoint of T. It is also the least fixpoint: We already saw that 
(Vn E IN Tn(..L) ~ p.T) and hence, Un E IN Tn(..L) ~ p.T. 0 

Theorem 4.21 If T is a continuous mapping and a is a relation such that a ~ p.T, then 
p.T = Un E IN Tn(a). 

Proof For all n E IN we can prove Tn(l.) ~ Tn(a) ~ p.T, using the monotonicity of T 
and ..L ~ a ~ p.T. Using theorem 4.20 we find 

and we conclude that p.T = Un E IN Tn(a). o 

4.3 Some Useful Fixpoints 

The previous section taught us that an inductive definition of a relation r of the form 
'8 [r] t is true iff this follows from the following rules .. .' is often equivalent to the 
definition r = p.T for an appropriately chosen monotonic mapping T. We shall often 
write this definition as 

r := T(r) 

which we call a defining equation for r. In the appendix it is shown that all mappings 
that we shall actually use are continuous. Hence, we can use the 'fixpoint construction' 
of theorems 4.20 and 4.21. A few important fixpoint definitions, and the relations they 
actually define, will now be discussed. 

Notation We use the symbol ~ to avoid introducing new names for mappings. For 
instance, instead of 'the mapping H defined by H(r) = F(r) U G(r)' we shall simply 
write 'the mapping r ~ F(r) U G(r)'. 0 

Theorem 4.22 Let a and b be arbitrary, but fixed, relations. 

1. p.( r 1-+ a U b 0 r) = b' 0 a. 
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2. JL(r ..... aU rob) = a 0 b-. 

3. 1'( r ..... a U rob 0 r) = (a 0 b)- 0 a. 

Proof We only discuss 1. One can prove 2 and 3 analogously. 
According to the appendix, T = r ..... a U b 0 r is a continuous mapping; hence, we 

may construct JLT as in theorem 4.20: p.T = Un E IN Tn(..L). With induction one 
can prove Tn+l(..L) = aU boa U ... U bn 0 a = ui E {O, ... ,n} (bi 0 a), and hence, 
JLT = Un E IN (bn 0 a) = (Un E IN bn) 0 a = b- 0 a. Theorem 4.2 justifies the second 
~~~ 0 

Example 4.23 We reconsider definition 2.2 of the notion subterm. If we define the 
relations Bubterm and argument by 

• B [subtermJ t iff 8 is a subterm of t, 

• 8 [argument] t iff 8 is an argument of t, 

then definition 2.2 happens to define subterm in terms of argument: A term II is a 
subterm of t iff it follows from the following rules: 

• Every term is a subterm of itself, hence, id ~ subterm. 

• A subterm of an argument of t is also a subterm of t. Hence, if there is a term t' 
such that s [subtermJ t' [argument) t, then s [subtermJ t. For short: 8ubterm 0 

argument ~ subterm. 

So subterm is the smallest relation including id and 8ubtermoargument, i.e., lIubterm = 
JL(r ..... id U r 0 argument). According to theorem 4.22 (part 2) Bubterm = id 0 

argument- = argument-, clearly showing that sub terms of tare t, arguments of t, 
arguments of arguments of t, etc .. Note that the same relation 8ubterm would have been 
defined by subterm = JL(r ..... id U argument 0 r), corresponding to a definition in which 
the second rule reads 'an argument of a subterm of t is also a subterm of t'. 0 

Unfortunately we shall encounter more complex fixpoint definitions than the ones in 
theorem 4.22, basically because the relations a and b mentioned there are replaced by 
relations depending on the relation that is being defined. We discuss such definitions in 
the next theorems. 

Theorem 4.24 Let T : Rei x Rel ---> Rel be such that for every relation a, the mappings 
r ..... T(a,r) and r ..... T(r, a) are monotonic. Then JL(r ..... T(r,r)) = JL(rl ..... JL(r2 ..... 
T(rl' r2))). 

Proof Define the relation a = JL(r ..... T(r,r)) and the mapping F = (rl ..... JL(r2 ..... 
T(rt, r2))). Finally let b = JLF. So we must prove b = a. 

Firstly, b = F(b) = p.h ..... T(b,r2)) = T(b,b). So b is a fixpoint ofr ..... T(r,r), and, 
since a is the least fixpoint of that mapping, a ~ b. 

Secondly, a = T(a,a), so a is a fixpoint of r2 ..... T(a,r2). Now, F(a) is by definition 
the least fixpoint of that mapping, so F( a) <;; a. According to theorem 4.13, this implies 
JLF = b <;; a.· 0 
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Theorem 4.25 Let A and B be monotonic mappings. Then 

1. p(r ...... A(r) U B(r) a r) = p(rt ...... Bh)' 0 Ah)), 

2. p(r ...... A(r) Ur a B(r)) = ph ...... A(rt) a Bh)'), 

3. p(r ...... A(r) U r a B(r) a r) = p(r, I-> (A(rt) a B(rt))' a Ah)). 

Proof 1 follows easily from theorem 4 .24, defining T by 

Then p(r2 ...... T(rt, r2)) = B(rt)' 0 A(rt), according to theorem 4.22. 
and 3 analogously. 

5 Back to Equational Proofs 

One can prove 2 
o 

Now we are ready to analyze the topics introduced in section 3 by means ofthe concepts 
of relational algebra. 

First we want to formalize definition 3.1, in which the relation subst is defined, in 
terms of the relational algebra. U nfort unately, we have no means yet to say anything 
about the arguments of terms, as is required in the second rule of definition 3.1. Hence, 
we define a special-purpose mapping Pick. 

Definition 5.1 For every relation r and terms sand t, s [Pick(r)] t is true iff 

• sand t have the same outermost function symbol, say f E Func.., i.e. we can 
write s = f(Sb ... ,Sn) and t = f(tt, ... ,tn). Further, 

• for exactly one index i, 1 :<::: i :<::: n, s, [r] t, is true, and finally 

• for all indices j with j oj i, 1 :<::: j :<::: n, Sj = tj. 

o 

We shall define the relation eqns as the symmetric closure of eqns, i.e., s [eqns] t iff 
s [eqns] t or t [eqns] s. Then we can restate definition 3.1 as: S [subst] t is true iff it 
follows from the rules's [subst] t if s [eqns] t' and's [subst] t if s [Pick(subst)] t'. This 
yields the following defining equation for subst: 

subst := eqns U Pick(subst). 

Remark One can prove subst = Un E IN Pickn(eqns). We shall not need this charac
terization however. 

Now we have a simple and compact characterization of those equations that logically 
follow from E. Yet it has a disadvantage, as an example will show. 
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Example 5.2 Show that al = b1 ,a2 = b2 1= /(al,a2) = /(b .. b2 ). In this case E = 
{(aI, b.), (a2, b2)}, and we must prove /(al,a2) [subst-] /(b .. b2). This is not hard to do: 

But we might as well have written 

These two 'proofs' are essentially the same of course, but the characterization by subst
does not bring this to light so clearly. 0 

In the example it is obvious that we can obtain /(b .. b2) from /(a .. a2) by replacing both 
arguments by a new term and the order in whiclt we do so doesn't matter. 

In general, since subst = eqns U Pick(subst), we can use theorem 4.8 to ob
tain subst- = (eqns U Pick(substW = (Pick(subsf)- 0 eqns)- 0 Pick(subst}-. Now 
s [Pick(subst)] t is true, if t can be obtained by replacing a subterm of an argument of s 
by an appropriate term. Hence Pick( subst)- refers to an arbitrary number of such sub
stitutions. The example suggests that the order of two such substitutions is irrelevant, if 
they apply to arguments on different positions. The following theorem makes this more 
explicit. 

Theorem 5.3 For all relations r, J(SI, ... ,Sn} [Pick(r)-] /(t ..... ,tn) is true iff SI [r-] tl 
and ... and Sn [r-] tn. 

Proof Suppose that /(SI, ... , sn) [Pick(r )N] J(t .. ... , tn} is true for some natural number 
N. This means that /(SI, ... , sn) can be transformed into J(t1 , ••• , tn} by N times replacing 
an argument by another term, such that whenever we replace a term s' by t', s' [r] t' 
holds. Now let the total number of replacements of an argument on the i-th position 
(1:::; i :::; n) be Ni • Hence, Nl + ... + Nn = Nand SI [rN,] tIll ... II Sn [rNa] tn. 

We can similarly show that SI [rN,] tl II ... II Sn [rNa] tn implies that 
J(SI, ... ,Sn} [Pick(r)N] /(t ..... ,tn), for N = Nl + ... + Nn. 0 

This can be expressed more easily if we define another special purpose mapping. 

Definition 5.4 Define the mapping Args. For every relation r, terms 8 and t, 
s [Args(r)] t is true iff 

• sand t have the same outermost function symbol, say / E Func,., i.e., we can 
write s = /(SI, ... ,Sn) and t = /(t ..... ,tn). Further, 

• SI [r] tl II ... II Sn [r] tn 

Note that c [Args( r)] c is true, if c E Funco. o 

Theorem 5.3 can now be restated as: 

Theorem 5.5 For all relations r, Pick(r)- = Args(r-). 
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Proof This follows from theorem 5.3, if we note that s [Pick(r)·] t can only be true if 
sand t have the same outermost function symbol: 

• Pick(r)O = id, and if s lid] t, sand t must of course have the same outermost 
function symbol. 

• For n 2: 1, it easily follows from the definition of Pick that s [Pick(r)n] t can only 
be true if sand t have the same outermost function symbol. 

Our characterization of subst· can now be further rewritten: 

subst· = (Pick( subst t 0 eqns t 0 Pick( subst t 
(Args(subst·) 0 eqnst 0 Args(subst·). 

o 

This yields a nice characterization of subst., since in theorem 5.9 we shall prove that 
subst· is not just a fixpoint of r I-> (Args(r)o eqns)·oArgs(r), but even the least fixpoint 
of that mapping. We shall name this fixpoint pr, a mnemonic for provable equation. 

Definition 5.6 pr := (Args(pr) 0 eqns)· 0 Args(pr). o 

Finally we show that pr is indeed a good characterization of provable equations. First 
we prove two convenient lemmas. 

Lemma 5.7 id is the only fixpoint of Args. 

Proof Define the depth It I of a term t by 

In particular, we define iel := 1 iff c E Funeo. 
Let r be a fixpoint of Args. Then, s [r] t equivales s [Args(r)] t, and hence can only 

be true if sand t have the same outermost function symbol. If sand t have different 
outermost function symbols, then neither s [r] t nor s lid] t. 

By induction on N we prove that if lsi, It I ~ N, then s [r] tiff s = t. 

• If lsi = It I = 1, then sand t are constants, and, as they must have the same 
outermost function symbol, we find s = t. 

• Induction hypothesis: if lsi ~ Nand It I ::; N, then 8 [r] tiff s = t. 

Suppose If(sl, ... ,sn)1 ::; N + 1 and If(tll ... ,tn)1 < N + 1. Hence, 
1811, ... , ISnl, Itll, ... , Itnl ::; N. Then 

f(Sll .. ·,Sn) [r] f(tll ... ,tn) 
¢} {r = Args(r)} 

f(Sll···,Sn) [Args(r)] f(t1, ... ,tn) 
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8, [r] t, " ... " 8 n [r] tn 
{o} {Induction hypothesis} 

8, == t, " .. , " 8 n == tn 
{o} 

f(s" ... ,sn) == f(t" ... ,tn) 

We conclude that 8 [r] t iff 8 == t for all terms sand t, so r == id. Note that s, == 
t, " ... "an == tn {o} f(a" ... , an) == f(t" ... , tn) shows that id is indeed a fucpoint of Args. 

o 

Lemma 5.S id ~ pro 

Proof Let T be the mapping r t--> (Args(r) 0 eqns)' 0 Args( r), so pr == I-'T. Now we find 
that for all relations r 

Args(r) 

(Args(r) 0 eqns)O 0 Args(r) 

c 
(Args(r) 0 eqns)' 0 Args(r) 

T(r). 

So, theorems 4.14 and 5.7 yield id == I-'Args ~ I-'T = pro o 

Theorem 5.9 pr == subst·. 

Proof First consider a fixpoint construction of aubst. Let S be the mapping r ...... eqns U 
Pick(r), so aubat == I-'S. S is continuous and if subtn == sn(.1), then, by theorem 4.20, 
subat == I-'S == Un E INsn(.L) == Un E INsubstn. 

Because r >-+ r' is continuous, and {sUbstO,8ubst"subst2""} is a directed set of 
relations it follows that sub st' == (Un E INsubstn)· == Un E INsubst~. 

Now, consider a fixpoint construction of pro Let P be the mapping r --> (Args(r) 0 

eqns)' Args(r), so pr == pP. Then T is continuous, and by lemma 5.8, id ~ /SP == pro 
Define prn == pn(id). Then, by theorem 4.21 pr == I-'P == Un E INP"(id) == Un E INpr". 

So we have subst· == Un E IN 8ub8t~ and pr == Un E IN prA' If we prove that 
subst~ = prn for all n E IN, then we are done. We do so by induction: 

• pro == id = .1' = 8ubst~ 

• Induction hypothesis: prn == subst~. 

• Induction step. prn+! = P(prn) = S(substn)· == subst~+" since 

= 
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(Args(prn) 0 eqns)' 0 Args(prn) 

= {induction hypothesis} 

(Args( subst~) 0 eqns)' 0 Args( subst~) 

{theorem 5.5} 

(Pick( substn)' 0 eqns)' 0 Pick( substn)· 

= {theorem 4.8} 

(eqns U Pick( substn)}' 

We remark for later use that substo ~ subst, ~ subst2 ~ ... ~ subst implies 
subst~ ~ substi ~ subst; ~ ... ~ subst' and hence, pro ~ pr, ~ pr2 ~ ... ~ pro 0 

Reconsidering example 5.2, we find that f(a" a2) [prj f(b" b2) is true since 
f(a" a2) [Args(pr)] f(b" b2 ). There is no need to specify whether a, [prj b, is proved 
earlier or later than a2 [prj b2. 

As a by-product, we can now complete the proof of theorem 3.2 in a relatively easy 
way: 

Theorem 5.10 For all f E Funcn, and terms s" ... , Sn, t J , ••• , tn: 

Proof The theorem is equivalent to Args(subst') ~ subst'. Using subst' = pr this can 
be proved immediately: 

Args(pr) ~ (Args(pr) 0 eqns)' 0 Args(pr) = pro 

o 

6 An Application: Decidability 

It is well-known that one can decide whether or not 

A very simple decision procedure is discussed in [5]. Let T be the set of terms occurring in 
this problem, namely so, to, ... , Sn, tn and all of their subterms. Let idr = {(t, t) I t E T}. 

Then, for every relation r, s [idroroidr ] t equivales s [r] tAs,t E T. So, idroroidr 
is the restriction of r to TxT. As an abbreviation we write [r]r instead of idr 0 r 0 idr . 

For instance, eqns = [eqns]r, since s [eqns] t already implies that s, t E T. Further, 
[Args(r)]r = [Args([r]r)]r, since s [[Args(r)]r] t equivales s [Args(r)] t A s,t E T, and 
if 8 and t are in T, then so are all of their arguments. 

A more complicated property is stated in the next lemma. 
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Lemma 6.1 For all relations a,b,e, [tao [bl r )· oelr = ([alro b)· 0 [elr. 

Proof 

= 

idr 0 (a 0 idr 0 b 0 idr )· 0 e 0 idr 

{see remark below} 

(idr 0 a 0 idr 0 b)· 0 idr 0 e 0 idr 

([alr 0 W 0 [elr. 

Remark: We use an equality of the form idr 0 (r 0 idr)· = (idr 0 r)· 0 idr. The reader 
easily verifies that for all n E IN, idr 0 (r 0 idr)n = (idr 0 r)n 0 idr. 0 

Now we consider the fixpoint construction according to theorem 4.21, also used in the 
proof of theorem 5.9, pr = Un E IN prn, where 

The restriction to TxT of the relations involved in this construction is discussed in the 
next theorem. 

Theorem 6.2 [prn+llr is a function of [prnlr. 
Proof 

[(Args(prn) 0 eqns)· 0 Args(prn)Jr 

{eqns = [eqnslrl 
[(Args(prn) 0 [eqnslr)· 0 Args(prn)Jr 

= {lemma 6.1} 

([Args(prn)lr 0 eqns)· 0 [Args(prn)lr 

= {[Args(prn)Jr = [Args([prnJr)lrl 
([Args([prnlr) 0 eqns)· 0 [Args([prnlr)Jr. 

o 

Now we have pro <;; pr, <;; pr2 <;; •.. <;; pr (see the remark at the end of the proof of 
theorem 5.9) and hence, 

Since there are only finitely many relations on TxT, a.nd [prn+,lr depends on [prnJr 
only, we find that there must be an N such that 
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Here rl C r2 means that rl ~ r2 and rl of r2' Assume that there are M terms in T. For 
all equivalence relations r, let Irl be the number of equivalence classes on T with respect 
to r. Then we find Iprol = M, as pro = id, and for all n we find Iprnl ~ Iprn+ll. In fact, 
if [prnlr C [prn+dr, then Iprn/ > Iprn+l/' Of course there will always be at least one 
equivalence class, so /prN / ~ 1, and we find 

Obviously the maximum value for /pr,,/ is M - n, and, as /prN/ must be greater than, or 
equal to, 1, we find that the maximum value for N is M - 1. 

If E contains only finitely many equations, one can of course construct the equivalence 
classes on T with respect to prn explicitly, and thus decide whether or not E 1= So == to. 
The method described in [5J can be proved to do just that. 

Example 6.3 Let E = {a == f(a)} and prove that E 1= a == f(f(a)). So, T = 
{a,f(a),f(f(a))} and T contains M = 3 elements. The reader easily verifies that the 
equivalence classes on Tare 

• {a}, {f(a)}, {f(f(a))} with respect to pro, 

• {a,f(a)}, {f(f(a))} with respect to prl, 

• {a,f(a),f(f(a))} with respect to pr2, and [pr2Jr = [prJr. 

In this case we find the maximum value for N which is M - 1 = 2. o 

7 An Application: 
Equality in Semantic Tableaux 

In his paper [3J, Reeves proposes to extend the theorem proving method based on se
mantic tableaux, tableaux method for short, with rules to deal with equations. We shall 
discuss this method only as far as equality is concerned, and, in theorem 7.3, recog
nize our characterization of equational provability in it. For detailed discussions of the 
tableaux method see [1] or [4]. 

I Definition 7.1 A sequent S is a finite set of signed equations. A signed equation is 
an equation labeled with a + or a -. Hence, +s == t and -s == t are signed equations. 
An equation labeled with a + is a positive equation, an equation labeled with a - is a 
negative equation. A sequent is satisfiable iff there is an interpretation in which every 
positive equation is true, and every negative equation is false. 0 

The tableaux method is a refutation method, hence we hope to show that a sequent is 
not satisfiable. To do so, so-called tableau rules are given. If we can conclude that a 
sequent is not satisfiable by means of these rules, we say that the sequent closes. Reeves 
defines the following rules concerning equality: 
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rule 1: S closes if S contains a negative equation of the form -t = t, where t may be 
any term. 

rule 2: S closes if S contains a negative equation of the form - f (81, ••• , 8 n ) = f (t1, ... , tn), 
and the sequents S U {-SI = t1 } and ... and S U {-sn = tn} all close. 

rule 3: S closes if S contains a negative equation -s = t.and a positive equation +s' = t' 
(or a positive equation +t' = 8') and the sequents S U {-8 = s'}, S U {-t' = t} 
both close. 

All rules happen to have the form'S closes if the sequents S U {-SI = tt} and ... and 
S U {-sn = tn} all close, under certain conditions'. (In rule 1 n = 0, in rule 2 n is 
the arity of a function symbol, and in rule 3 n = 2.) We call S the input sequent, the 
S U {-80 = to} are the output sequents. 

Every rule involves exactly one negative equation in the input sequent, and every 
output sequent contains the same positive equations as the input sequent. Then it is 
easily seen that, loosely speaking, a sequent closes iff at least one negative equation 
is individually responsible for this. More formally, if ST is a set of positive equations 
then the sequent ST U {-SI = tt, ... , -Sn = tn} closes iff at least one of the sequents 
ST U {-SI = t 1}, ... , ST U {-sn = tn} closes. This is a good starting point for a 
formalization in terms of the relational algebra. 

Choose a fixed arbitrary set ST of positive equations. ST is represented by the relation 
eqns: s [eqns] t is true iff +s = tEST. As before eqns denotes the symmetric closure 
of eqns. Further we define the relation pr': s [pr'] t is true iff the sequent ST U {-s = t} 
closes. As the reader might expect, pr' will turn out to be equal to pr. 

We translate the tableau rules to a definition of pT'. Consider rule 3: 

rule 3: ST U {-s = t} closes if ST contains a positive equation +s' = t' (or a positive 
equation +t' = s') and the sequents ST U {-a = a', -a = t}, ST U {-t' = t, -8 = t} 
both close. 

Translating this literally, using that ST U {-al = tt, -a2 - t2} closes iff 81 [pr'] tl V 
a2 [pr'] t2 we obtain 

rule 3: s[pr'] t if there are terms a' and t' such that s' [eqna] t' and (a [pr'] t V a [pr'] s') 
and (s [pT'] tv t' [pr'] t). 

If we leave out the tautological conditions we get: 

rule 3: a [pr'] t if there are terms a' and t' such that 8 [pr'] a' [eqn8] t' [pr'] t. That is, 
pr' 0 eqns 0 pr' ~ pr' 

Translating all rules this way we get the following definition of pr': 

Definition 7.2 a [pr'] t is true iff it follows from the following rules: 

rule 1: id ~ pr'. 

rule 2: Arga(pr') ~ pr'. 
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rule 3: pr' 0 eqns 0 pr' c:;; pr'. 

Hence, pr' is defined by pr' := id U Arga(pr') U pr' 0 eqna 0 pr'. o 

Now we can prove pr' = pr, and then the completeness of Reeves' rules immediately 
follows. 

Theorem 7.3 pr' = pro 

Proof In definition 5.6 pr is defined by pr = p(r ...... (Args(r) 0 eqns)* 0 Args(r)). 
According to theorem 4.25 this is equivalent to pr = p( r ...... Args( r) U r 0 eqns 0 r). 
Lemma 5.8 states that id c:;; pr, so, pr might as well have been defined by pr = p(r ...... 
id U Arga(r) U r 0 eqna 0 r). Since pr' is defined by the same equation, we conclude 
~=~. 0 

Theorem 7.4 Reeves'rules are sound and complete. That is, a sequent closes iff it is 
not satisfiable. 

Proof If the sequent ST U SF, SF = {-al = t l , ... , -an = tn}, does not close, then 

Since pr = aubat*, and there is an interpretation I such that I F= s = t equivales 
s [subat*J t (see the proof of theorem 3.2), we find that all equations in ST are true in I, 
while those in SF are false. 

On the other hand, if ST U SF does close, then at least one of the negative equations 
follows from the positive equations. Hence, it is impossible that all positive equations 
are true, while all negative equations are false. 

Thus, ST U SF is satisfiable iff it docs not close. 0 

8 Actual Proofs 

Until now we have only discussed equational provability, while it is important of course 
to give actual proofs. Fortunately, the definitions of pr almost immediately induce a 
very compact proof format, which is also a guideline in finding such proofs. 

As an example the definition of pr according to Reeves' rules is discussed here: pr := 
idU Arga(pr) U pr 0 eqns 0 pro Assume that s [prj t is true, because s [Args(pr)J t is. In 
that case for some n and some n-ary function symbol f we can write s = f(st, ... , sn) and 
t = f(t 1 , ••• , tn}. Assume there are proofs PI, "',Pn for 81 [prj tl, ... ,an [prj tn, respectively. 
Now we propose to consider f(Pl, ... ,Pn} as a proof for a [Arga(pr)J t. Note that this 
implies that each term t is a proof for t [id] t, if id is considered to be defined as a fixpoint 
of Args. 

Another possibility is that s [prj t is true because a [pr 0 eqns 0 ~J t is, in which case 
there are terms s' and t' such that s [prj a' [eqnaJ t' [prj t. There will be a proof p for 
s [prj a' and a proof q for t' [prj t, and p and q are 'glued' together by an equation. We 
define p = q to be a proof for a [prj t indicating this. 
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We shall always identify proofs (PI = P2) = P3 and PI = (P2 = P3), and write 
PI = P2 = P3 in both cases. All proofs for s [pr] t yielded by the definition will then be 
of the form 

Po= .. ·=P; 

where there are terms S=So, to, ... , s;, t;=t such that each pj is a proof for 
Sj [Args(pr)] tj, and Pj is linked to PHI by an equation in E, that is, Sj [eqns] tj+1' 

It is noteworthy that this description directly reflects the definition of pr by pr := 
(Args(pr) 0 eqns)" 0 Args(pr). 

Example 8.1 Consider the problem of finding a proof of f(e) = g(c) from E = {a = 
b,c = d,J(a) = g(c),b = f(b),e = g(d)}. (The example is also discussed in [3]. It is 
originally due to [5].) We start with a framework of this proof, that we denote 

f(e)oo· g(c). 

We can obviously not have f(e) [Args(pr)] g(c) because f -# g, so we have to find terms 
sand t, such that s [eqns] t. If proofs p and q can be found for f(e) [pr]s and t [prj g(c), 
respectively, then p = q is a proof for f(e) [prj g(c). As a framework for p we write 
f(e)··· s, and as a framework for q we write t··· g(c). So, the framework for the entire 
proof becomes f(e) ... s = t··· g(c). 

To direct the search, we shall assume that p is a proof for f(e) [Args(pr)] s. In that 
case p = q will be a proof for f(e) [Args(pr) 0 eqns 0 prj g(c). This corresponds to a 
definition of pr by pr := id U Args(pr) U Args(pr) 0 eqns 0 pr, which is equivalent to 
the other definitions of pr we have discussed, as can be proved using lemma 5.8 and 
theorem 4.25. 

This leaves two possibilities for the choice of sand t. Either s = f(b) = band t = b 
or s = f(a) and t = g(c). The first possibility does not lead to a proof, so we develop 
the second one. It yields the framework 

f(e) ... f(a) = g(c) ... g(c). 

So the framework for p is f(e) ... f(a). We wanted p to be a proof for 
f(e) [Args(pr)] f(a), so if there is a proof p' for e [prj a, then p = f(p') for which 
f(e··· a) is the framework. The framework g(c) ... g(c) can immediately be completed 
to the proof g(c). This yields the framework 

f(eoo. a) = g(c). 

If we proceed the same way we can find a proof with the following steps: 

f(eoo·e =g(d)oo.a) =g(c) 
f(e = g(d)··· g(c) = f(a) ... a) = g(c) 

f(e = g(doo ·c) = f(a)oo. f(b) = boo·a) = g(c) 
f(e = g(doo. d = coo. c) = f(aoo. b) = boo. b = a .. · a) = g(c) 

f(e = g(d = c) = f(aoo.a = boo.b) = b = a) = g(c) 
f(e = g(d = c) = f(a = b) = b = a) = g(c). 
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The proof that is obtained is f(e == g(d == c) == f(a == b) == b == a) == g(c). 
Note how we can still recognize in this proof the principle of 'replacing equals by 

equals'. Reading it from left to right it simply tells us to start with f(e), replace e by 
g(d), replace d by c, etc. in order to finally obtain g(c). 

It is not so hard to implement a proof search procedure (in Prolog, for instance), that 
finds proofs along these lines. We shall address this topic again in section 9. 0 

Example 8.2 The way a proof was obtained in example 8.1 can immediately be trans
lated into a way to show that the sequent ST U {- f(e) == g(c)}, where ST = {+a == 
b,+c == d,+f(a) == g(c),+b == f(b),+e == g(d)}, can be closed by means of Reeves' rules. 

First we apply rule 3 with respect to + f(a) == g(c) and - f(e) == g(c), yielding the 
two sequents 

ST U {- f(e) == g(c), - f(e) == f(a)} 
ST U {- f(e) == g(c), -g(c) == g(c)} 

Note that the negative equations that are added to the sequent correspond to the empty 
spaces in the framework f(e) ... f(a) == g(c) ... g(c). 

The second sequent is immediately closed by rule 1, so we consider the first sequent, 
and apply rule 2 to - f (e) == f (a). This corresponds to the replacement ofthe framework 
f(e) ... f{a) by f(e· .. a), and yields the following sequent: 

ST U {- f{e) == g(c), - f(e) == f(a), -e == a} 

In this way the entire derivation of a proof in example 8.1 can be translated in terms of 
Reeves' rules. 0 

9 Discussion 

We are interested in equational proofs, since we wish to extend an existing tablea\!x based 
theorem prover, implemented in Prolog (see [4]), with rules to deal with~Y. In fact 
we have already implemented a simple prototype of such an extended theorem prover. 
In this prototype we find the relation pr implemented in a straightforward manner. Only 
slight adaptations were necessary to cope with the use of logic variables, and to prevent 
the theorem prover from getting into infinite loops. Having the proof search guided by 
the definition of pr, more or less as it happens in example 8.1, has the advantage of 
being goal directed, as the theorem prover attempts to complete the framework of a 
proof, whereas this proof can be output when it is completed. 

Future research will aim at further improving the extended theorem prover, such that 
it is provided with better heuristics. An interesting issue in this respect is that a simple 
Knuth-Bendix-like completion procedure, completing a finite set of equations, can also 
be described in terms of the relational algebra. We hope to be able to generalize this 
description to cope with the use of logic variables in the tableaux method. We hope to 
report on this subject in a forthcoming paper. 
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A Appendix: Continuity 

Theorem A.I All mappings that we can construct using the operators we defined, are 
continuous and hence monotonic. We specify this: 

• For every relation a, the constant mapping r >--> a is continuous. 

• The mapping r I--> r is continuous. 

• If F and G are continuous mappings, then so are 

r I--> F(r)UG(r), 
r I--> F(r) 0 G(r), 

r >--> F(G(r)). 

• If:F is a set of continuous mappings, then r I--> UF E :F F(r) is also continuous. 

• Pick and Args are continuous. 

Proof We shall discuss a few examples. Let R be a directed set of relations. 

• Let F and G be continuous mappings, then r I--> F(r) 0 G(r) is continuous. 

= 

F(Ur ERr) 0 G(Ur ERr) 
{F and G are continuous} 

(Ur E R F(r)) 0 (Ur E R G(r)) 
{theorem 4.2, rename dummies} 

Urt,r2 E R F(rt) 0 G(r2) 
{see remark below} 

Ur E R F(r) 0 G(r) 

Remark: R is directed, so for the subset {rt,r2} of R there is an r E R such 
that rt <:;; rand r2 <:;; r. Monotonicity of F and G implies F(rt) <:;; F(r) and 
G(r2) <:;; G(r). Theorem 4.3 implies F(rt) 0 G(r2) C;; F(r) 0 G(r). 

• Let F and G be continuous mappings, then r I--> F(G(r)) is also continuous. 
G( R) = {G( r) IrE R} is also a directed set ofrelations, since all its finite subsets 
can he written as {G(rt), ... ,G(rn)}' where {rt, ... ,rn} C;; R. Since R is directed, 
there is an r E R such that rt C;; r /I ... /I rn C;; r. Since G is monotonic this implies 
G(rt} <:;; G(r) /I ... /\ G(rn) C;; G(r). 

= 

F(G(Ur ERr)) 
{G is continuous} 

F(Ur E R G(r)) 
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F(Ug E G(R) g) 

= {F is continuous, G(R) is directed} 

Ug E G(il) F(g) 

= 

Ur E R F(G(r)) 

• If:F is a set of continuous mappings, then r I--> UF E :F F(r) is also continuous. 

= 

UF E :F F(Ur ERr) 
{each F is continuous} 

UF E :F (Ur E R F(r)) 

Ur E R (UF E:F F(r)) 

• Pick is continuous. For simplicity we shall prove this using terms with a binary 
outermost function symbol I. Generalization is straightforward. 

I(SI,82) [Pick(Ur ERr)] l(t l ,t2) 
¢} {definition of Pick} 

¢} 

(81 fUr ERr] tl /I 82 = t2)V 

V (81 = tl /I 82 fUr ERr] t2 ) 

((3r r E R 81 [r] tJ) /I 82 = t2}V 

V (81 = tl /I (3r r E R 82 [r] t 2 )} 

¢} {predicate calculus} 

(3r r E R (81 [r] tl /I 82 = t2}V 

V (81 = tl /I 82 [r] t 2 )) 

¢} {definition of Pick} 

1(8il82) fUr E R Pick(r}] l(tl ,t2) 

Note that we did not use the fact that R is directed. 

o 

Consequences For all n E IN, the mapping r ..... rn is continuous. The mapping r ..... r· 
is continuous. 
Proof According to theorem A.i, r ..... id = rO and r ..... r = rl are continuous. Given 
that r ..... rand r ..... rk are continuous we find that r ..... r 0 rk = rk+1 is also continuous. 
Finally, given that for all n E IN, r ..... rn is continuous, we find that r ..... Un E IN rn = r· 
is continuous. 0 
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